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CH001 / THE CHARACTERS

//  “It was very important from the start 

of the project that our characters were 

grounded and believable. The cast that we 

put together for the game, although they’re 

our own creation, we wanted them to feel like 

they could have been in the original movie.”// 
Lead Artist, Jude Bond.



HISTORY REPEATING
OPPOSITE: “Amanda is an ordinary 
person in an extraordinary situation. 
She has her fair share of Ellen’s 
genetics; she’s a true survivor and just 
as kick-ass,” says Creative Lead Alistair 
Hope.

RIGHT: “The French artist Jean Giraud 
(Moebius) was a long time hero of 
mine. These early explorations were an 
opportunity for me to reference his work 
from the original film. The two outfits 
on the right are directly lifted from his 
concepts for ALIEN,” adds concept artist 
Calum Watt.









CH002 / WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT

// “Weapons can be used to kill humans 

and androids, but the caveat is that the 

noise they make, and the sound of conflict 

or of people dying, will make the Alien 

aware. That wouldn’t be good at all.”// 
Lead Artist, Jude Bond.



RIGHT: The flamethrower is rigged on a stand 
to make for easier access.

ABOVE: The iconic motion tracker is 
authentic in every detail. The unit only scans 
in a relatively narrow arc and weapons 
cannot be fired while it is being held. 



THE ASSORTED NOISEMAKERS, pipe-bombs, 
Molotov cocktails, electromagnetic pulse emitters and 
remote-detonated explosives presented here have all 
been assembled from other materials. The crafting 
component of the game has largely been restricted 
to such devices, as Jude Bond explains: “The idea of 
improvised weapons was dialed back in the design, 
leaving us to focus the mantra of ‘improvise to survive’ 
for handmade grenades or IEDs.

The visual development of these items occurred 
directly in 3D. Functionally, we were looking at 
distinctive and characterful forms for each bomb type. 
This obviously informed the aesthetic decisions, and 
such weapons were finished off with tape and wires to 
create a crude and hand-built feel.”



CH003 / THE COLD VACUUM OF SPACE

// “Something we’ve said since day one is that if something couldn’t 

have been built on the original set in 1979 we wouldn’t build it. This 

isn’t a catch-all design mantra, merely a tool to sanity check our 

designs. We’ve created an enormous amount of content, all of which

references the movie on one way or another.”//  Lead Artist, Jude Bond.





“I REALLY WANTED to add a lot of character to the interior of the 
Anesidora,” says Bradley Wright. “The idea that the crew have 
an almost disregard for her – if they need to run new cabling, 
they will simply rip panels out and toss them aside. All the bare 
infrastructure of the ship is visible. To contrast this I left some of 
the original luxury in place, or scattered it about like refuse.”











WITH THREE TERABYTES of original production assets to play with, Alien: Isolation artists were certainly not short 
of reference materials. However, Bradley Wright thought outside the box a little when it came to designing the 
Anesidora: “When I was given the brief, the story element stated that the Anesidora brought the Egg to Sevastopol 
Station. With this in mind I wanted to explore ideas based on a parasite. I looked at microscopic imagery of various 
parasites, and even deep sea crustaceans. I took these ideas and iterated on them in order to bring them in line with 
the overall art direction. I wanted something that would have character, but that would not contradict the design 
aesthetics we had fixed.”







CH004 / THE XENOMORPH

// “The original creature did a brilliant job of capturing 

people’s imagination because it taps into deep rooted 

primal and cultural fears. The creature design is 

beautiful and terrifying at the same time. As a viewer 

you want to look, but know you should run. It’s 

threatening and sexual, beautiful and ugly.”// 
Lead Artist, Jude Bond.



RIGHT: Bradley Wright’s dramatic illustration 
demonstrates the ease with which he is able to move 
between digital and traditional media. “The majority of 
our creature concept was designed to illustrate mood 
or tone. I really tried to push the feral nature of the 
Alien,” he offers, modestly.

LEFT: These early concept sketches from Björn 
Hurri conjure the same animalistic feeling, with the 
xenomorph seemingly perched and ready to strike. 





RARELY SEEN AND perhaps much less appreciated is the 
work that goes into the marketing and promotional materials 
for a game, which are often prepared well in advance in 
order that supply can satisfy the eventual demand. The 
images on these pages are not from gameplay storyboards, 
as they might appear, but are preliminary concept drawings 
for double page special features, pull-out sections and 
potential wrap-around magazine covers. “The interesting 
thing here was looking at the same composition twice – the 
page on the right had to work in isolation, but also as a whole 
piece once it was opened out,” says Jude Bond.
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